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1

Understanding how the hippocampus processes information critical for establishing spatial and declarative memories will benefit greatly
from determining not only what kind of information the hippocampus registers, but also how this information is processed across the
different hippocampal subfields. We addressed this question using a novel immediate-early gene-based brain-imaging method (Arc/H1a
catFISH) that allows comparisons of neuronal ensembles activated by two experiences separated by ⬃30 min. Rats exposed to the same
environment twice activated CA3 and CA1 ensembles with a similarly high degree of overlap. Changing the identity or configuration of
local cues, or changing distal cues, activated CA3 and CA1 ensembles with reduced overlap. Yet, the overlap was greater in CA3 than in
CA1. In contrast, rats exposed to two completely different environments activated CA3 and CA1 ensembles with low overlap, and this
overlap was even lower in CA3 compared with CA1. Thus, CA3 has a discontinuous, whereas CA1 has a graded, population response to
alterations of an environment. Additionally, as indicated by the percentage of active neurons, the context representation was more sparse
in CA3 (⬃18%) than in CA1 (⬃35%). Finally, CA3 and CA1 activity levels were not correlated within a session, arguing against a simple
coactivation of these regions. Instead, the within-rat ratio of CA3/CA1 cell activity was correlated across sessions, suggesting that the
balance of CA3/CA1 activity is individual specific. Taken together, these findings suggest that CA3 and CA1 neuronal ensembles perform
distinct, yet complementary, functions in the processing of spatial and contextual information.
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Introduction
The hippocampus is critical for acquiring, consolidating, and retrieving declarative memories (for review, see Squire and Knowlton, 1994; Eichenbaum, 2001; Nadel and Moscovitch, 2001).
However, the relative contributions of the hippocampal subregions (including CA3 and CA1) to these memory processes are
not well understood. Theoretical considerations first developed
by Marr (1971) have placed emphasis on the sparsity of coding
necessary to store the large number of representations that the
hippocampus encodes into memory (for review, see Skaggs and
McNaughton, 1992). Sparsely encoded patterns are proposed to
originate in CA3 after highly correlated patterns of activity arriving from the entorhinal cortex have been filtered extensively by
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the dentate gyrus (McNaughton and Nadel, 1990; Treves and
Rolls, 1994; Vinogradova, 2001). Additionally, because of its extensive network of recurrent collaterals, CA3 is proposed to be an
autoassociator (McNaughton and Nadel, 1990; Treves and Rolls,
1994) and comparator (Vinogradova, 2001) capable of retrieving
entire patterns from partial or degraded input and comparing
them with processed sensory input arriving from the entorhinal
cortex. Thus, CA3 can act as a filter controlling the information
transmitted to CA1. The role of CA1 in pattern generation/modification, however, is less well understood.
The current study investigates how CA3 and CA1 process
modified contextual information by comparing, within an animal, the CA3 and CA1 neuronal ensembles activated by two sequential behavioral experiences. We used a novel cellular imaging
method, Arc/Homer 1a catFISH [cellular analysis of temporal
activity by fluorescence in situ hybridization (Vazdarjanova et al.,
2002)], that provides a histological readout of the activity history
of hippocampal and neocortical networks. This method capitalizes on the different structure of two immediate-early genes
(IEGs), Arc and Homer 1a (H1a), and the precise onset and shutoff of synaptic activity-driven IEG transcription in neurons.
Whereas Arc mRNA is derived from a short primary transcript
(⬃3.5 kb), H1a mRNA is generated from a longer and more
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complex primary transcript (⬃45 kb) (Bottai et al., 2002). Thus,
when brain sections are double labeled with a H1a 3⬘untranslated region (UTR)-specific riboprobe and a full-length
Arc riboprobe, one can separate neurons activated ⬃2–15 min
before sacrifice (cells containing Arc transcription foci) and neurons activated ⬃25– 40 min earlier (cells containing H1a transcription foci) (Vazdarjanova et al., 2002). By quantifying Arc/
H1a cell staining, we determined the responses of CA3 and CA1
neuronal ensembles to several modifications of an environment.
We report that the CA3 population response is distinct from that
of CA1 in two important ways: (1) CA3 produces a discontinuous
response to increasing modifications of an environment, whereas
CA1 generates a graded response; and (2) the CA3 ensemble representation of an environment is sparser than that of CA1. Furthermore, we find that the ratio of CA3 to CA1 activity is highly
correlated across sessions within an animal regardless of behavioral condition, suggesting that the balance of CA3–CA1 network
activity is a property of the individual animal. These data provide
evidence that CA3 and CA1 neuronal ensembles perform distinct, yet complementary, functions in the processing of contextual and spatial information.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and behavioral procedures. Twenty-four 3-month-old male
Sprague Dawley rats (275–300 gm on arrival; Harlan Sprague Dawley,
Indianapolis, IN) were used. The rats were handled daily for 1 week
before the experiment to habituate them to the general handling procedure. To ensure active exploration of a novel environment, 1 d before the
experiment, the rats were allowed to explore for 6 min a white plastic box
(35 ⫻ 45 cm; 13 cm high) situated in a room different from the two
rooms used during the experiment. On the day of the experiment, each
rat was exposed to novel environment A for 6 min (epoch 1), returned to
its home cage in the colony room for 20 min, and then exposed for 6 more
min (epoch 2) to either environment A (n ⫽ 4), environment A modified
in one of three ways (Aobj, Aconf, and Ab; n ⫽ 4 for each group), or a
completely different environment (B; n ⫽ 4) (Fig. 1a). The environments
were cleaned thoroughly with 20% ethyl alcohol between subjects (for
environments A, Aobj, Aconf, and Ab), or dilute acetic acid solution (for
environment B). Environment A was an open box (61 ⫻ 61 cm) with 24
cm high walls, one of which contained a white cue card. The box had a
Plexiglas floor divided into nine squares with four identical balls (3 cm in
diameter) fixed in place (Fig. 1b). Environment Aobj was environment A
in which the local cues (balls) were substituted with other local cues
(cubes with 4 cm sides). In environment Aconf, the local cues (balls) were
moved to a different configuration. Environment Ab was environment A
moved to a different room with different distal cues. Environment B was
a cylinder (75 cm in diameter) located in the same room as environment
Ab (Fig. 1b). Exploration sessions were videotaped and later analyzed for
the number of zone transitions, object approaches, and rearings of each
rat. A “zone transition” was scored when the rear legs of a rat crossed the
line separating any two-grid squares (Fig. 1b). An “object approach” was
scored when a rat approached an object such that its nose either touched
or was within ⬃2 cm of the object. A “rearing” was scored when a rat
stood on its hind legs. All behavioral testing was conducted during the
dark half of the light/dark daily cycle, which is the active period for the
rats. Thus, rats from the caged control group were not in a deep sleep but
were quietly awake before they were killed.
At the end of epoch 2, the rats were killed by decapitation, and the brains
were removed rapidly and flash frozen in isopentane (at ⬃⫺50°C).
Additionally, four rats were killed directly from the home cage, without
any behavioral handling, at various times during the experiment to
establish baseline levels of IEG expression. The frozen brains were then
grouped, using optimal cutting temperature medium (VWR Scientific,
West Chester, PA) in a block such that one brain from each behavioral
group was present in a block. The resulting four blocks were cryosectioned to obtain 20-m-thick coronal sections, which were collected on
Superfrost Plus slides (VWR Scientific).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the time course ( a) and types of novel environments
( b) used in the experiment. Animals were allowed to freely explore the novel environment A (b,
top row) for 6 min (epoch 1). After a 20 min rest period in the home cage, the rats were exposed
to either environment A again or to one of the other four environments schematically represented in b (epoch 2). Three of these environments were modified A environments: in Aobj, the
local cues were changed from balls to cubes; in Aconf, the same local cues (balls) were rearranged in a different cue configuration; and in Ab, the entire local environment was moved into
a different room with different distal cues. Environment B was in the second room and was as
different as possible from environment A, yet contained the same number of local cues to ensure
a similar level of complexity.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization. Double-label fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) for the IEGs Arc and Homer 1a (Arc/H1a catFISH)
was performed as described in detail previously (Guzowski et al., 1999;
Vazdarjanova et al., 2002). Briefly, Arc and H1a hapten-labeled antisense
riboprobes were hybridized together with the tissue overnight. Then, the
digoxigenin-labeled Arc riboprobe was detected with anti-digoxigenin–
HRP conjugate (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) and revealed
with a cyanine-3 substrate kit (CY3 Direct FISH; PerkinElmer Life Sciences,
Emeryville, CA). Subsequently, the slides were treated with 2% H2O2 to
quench any residual HRP activity, and the fluorescein-labeled probe
targeting the 3⬘-UTR of H1a was detected with anti-fluorescein–HRP
conjugate (Roche Applied Science) and a cyanine-5 substrate kit (CY5
Direct FISH; PerkinElmer Life Sciences). Nuclei were counterstained
with either YOYO-1 or Sytox-Green (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).
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fraction of total H1a-positive cells [(H1a⫹ plus
Arc/H1a⫹)/total cells]. (2) Epoch 2 active
cells ⫽ fraction of total Arc positive cells [(Arc⫹
plus Arc/H1a⫹)/total cells]. (3) p(E1E2) ⫽ epoch 1 active cell fraction ⫻ epoch 2 active cell
fraction. This is the probability of cells being
active in both epochs (Arc/H1a⫹ cells), assuming the two epochs activated statistically independent neuronal ensembles. (4) diff(E1E2) ⫽
(Arc/H1a⫹) ⫺ p(E1E2). This is a measure of
deviation from the independence hypothesis.
(5) Least epoch ⫽ the smaller of the ensembles
activated by epoch 1 or epoch 2. (6) Similarity
Figure 2. Summary of the behavioral data per epoch. For all epochs, there were no significant differences in the measures of score ⫽ diff(E1E2)/(least epoch - p(E1E2). This
exploratory behavior between groups as revealed by overall ANOVAs. Consequently, behavioral measures within an epoch were normalizes the diff(E1E2) fraction to a perfect
collapsed across groups for subsequent analyses. Although all rats explored actively the novel environments during both epoch 1 A/A condition. A perfect A/A is 1, and a perfect
and epoch 2, as evidenced by the high number of zone transitions, object approaches and number of rearings, during epoch 2 there A/B is 0.
Statistical analyses. Group differences for the
was a small, but statistically significant, decrease in exploratory behavior evident in all three behavioral measures when all groups
behavioral measures, as well as similarity scores,
were collapsed (see Results).
were analyzed with ANOVA, followed by Scheffe’s post hoc tests. Differences within the same
Image acquisition and analysis. Images were acquired on a Leica (Nusgroup across the two behavioral epochs were compared with paired t
sloch, Germany) TCS-4D confocal microscope equipped with a kryptests. For testing whether independent cell ensembles were activated durton–argon laser. The pinhole, photomultiplier tube (PMT) gain and coning epochs 1 and 2, a two-tailed one-group t test (with a hypothesized
trast settings were kept constant for all image stacks acquired from a slide.
mean
of 0) was applied to the similarity score data (see Fig. 4). For all
The settings were optimized for detecting only strong intranuclear sigtests, the null hypotheses were rejected at the 0.05 level of significance.
nals and for minimizing weaker cytoplasmic signals by adjusting the laser
power settings and PMT gain accordingly (Vazdarjanova et al., 2002) (see
Fig. 3a). Confocal z-stacks composed of 1-m-thick optical sections
Results
were collected in regions CA3 and CA1 of the dorsal hippocampus (anTo examine how discrete changes to an environmental context
teroposterior, ⬃⫺3.6 mm from bregma) from three slides/animal and
influence the ensemble activation patterns of CA3 and CA1 neustored for off-line analysis. Stacks for CA3 (one stack per slide) were
ronal networks, 3-month-old male rats were exposed sequencollected with a 20⫻ objective, whereas stacks for CA1 (two stacks/slide)
tially to two similar, but modified, environments, separated by a
were collected with a 40⫻ oil objective. Thus, comparable numbers of
rest interval of 20 min (Fig. 1) (see Materials and Methods for
cells per region were collected for each rat.
additional details). As controls, separate groups of rats (n ⫽ 4 per
Non-neuronal cells, identified as small cells (⬃5 m in diameter) with
intensely bright and uniformly stained nuclei, were excluded from the
group) were exposed sequentially to the same environment twice,
analysis. We use the term neuronal nuclei to describe the large, diffusely
or to two entirely different environments. The environments
stained nuclei present in the sections, and only these nuclei were included
were defined by both local (“intramaze”) and distal (“exin the analysis. Our recent work has shown that cells containing these
tramaze”) cues. In addition, four rats were killed directly from the
large nuclei in the hippocampus stain either with ␣-CaMKII (␣ calcium/
home cage, at different times throughout the course of the expercalmodulin-dependent protein kinase II) or GAD65/67 in double-label
iment, without any new behavioral experience, to determine the
FISH experiments, indicating pyramidal neurons or interneurons, rebasal levels of Arc and Homer 1a (H1a) expression. The cell popspectively (Vazdarjanova et al., 2003). In addition, we included only
ulations active during each distinct experience were detected usthose neuronal nuclei that were present in the median 20% of the stack in
ing Arc/H1a catFISH (Vazdarjanova et al., 2002). As an operaour analyses. This optical dissector technique minimizes sampling errors
tional definition, we use the term “activity” to refer to the
attributable to partial cells and stereological concerns because variations
in cell volumes do not influence sampling frequencies (West, 1993).
proportion of neurons containing either Arc or H1a for a given
Neuronal nuclei from the pyramidal cell body layer of CA3 and CA1 were
behavioral epoch. Although the relationship between neural acclassified as negative (containing no transcription foci), H1a⫹ (containtivity to IEG transcriptional activity is not precisely defined at
ing only H1a transcription foci), Arc⫹ (containing only Arc transcrippresent, there is a strong correspondence between “place cell”
tion foci), or Arc/H1a⫹ (containing transcription foci for both Arc and
activity and Arc and H1a transcriptional activity under the behavH1a) by an experimenter blind to the relationship between the image
ioral conditions used here (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993;
stacks and the behavioral conditions they represented. The neurons in
Guzowski et al., 2001; Vazdarjanova et al., 2002), thus making
the latter three classes were most likely pyramidal neurons and not interthis a reasonable first-order approximation.
neurons, because we have shown that exploration of a novel environUnderstanding how features of an environment influence enment, similar to environment A in this study, induces Arc expression
semble responses of CA3 and CA1 neurons requires that the exexclusively in ␣-CaMKII-positive cells and not GAD65/67-positive cells
in the CA3 and CA1 (Vazdarjanova et al., 2003).
perimental subjects explored all aspects of the environment. FigCalculation of similarity scores. In Arc/H1a catFISH imaging experiure 2 shows the mean number of zone transitions, object
ments involving two behavioral experiences (epochs), it is helpful to
approaches, and rearings for rats from each group for each bereduce the complex cell staining data to a value that can be used to
havioral experience (epoch). The overall exploration of the incompare cell activity patterns across multiple brain regions. The similartramaze cues (Fig. 2a,b), as well as extramaze cues (Fig. 2c), was
ity score takes the four measured cell-staining values (negative, Arc⫹,
high during both epochs for all groups. However, there was a
H1a⫹, and Arc/H1a⫹; see above) and reduces them to a single value.
slight decrease in exploratory activity during epoch 2 when all
With this method, a value of 1 represents a single neuronal population
groups, which were not statistically different from each other
faithfully activated in both epochs. A value of 0 indicates that two statiswithin an epoch, were collapsed into one group (paired t tests;
tically independent cell populations were activated during the two
zone transitions: mean difference (diff.) ⫽ 17.60, p ⫽ 0.01; object
epochs.
The similarity score is derived as follows: (1) Epoch 1 active cells ⫽
approaches: mean diff. ⫽ 10.55, p ⬍ 0.01; rearings: mean diff. ⫽
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10.05, p ⬍ 0.001). Such differences within
individual groups were less obvious, most
likely because of the lack of statistical
power resulting from the small number of
rats in each group (n ⫽ 4 per group). In
contrast to the trend of decreased exploratory activity during epoch 2 for rats of the
A/A, A/Aobj, A/Aconf, or A/Ab groups,
rats in the A/B group did not exhibit decreased exploration during epoch 2.
Figure 3a shows the different cell staining profiles observed using Arc/Homer 1a
catFISH. As characterized previously in
Arc/H1a catFISH (Vazdarjanova et al.,
2002), nuclei containing H1a transcription foci (Fig. 3a, green) indicate neurons
active ⬃30 min before the animal’s death.
Nuclei with Arc transcription foci (Fig. 3a,
red) indicate neurons active within ⬃10
min of the animal’s death. Nuclei containing both H1a and Arc foci were active both
⬃30 and ⬃10 min before the animal’s
death. Thus, neurons active only during
epoch 1 contain only H1a foci (Fig. 3b,
H1a⫹), neurons active only during epoch
2 contain only Arc foci (Fig. 3b, Arc⫹), and Figure 3. Summary of the Arc/H1a catFISH data. a, A confocal projection image (of 20 1 m optical slices compressed into a
neurons active during both epochs 1 and 2 single plane) from CA3 showing the four possible cell staining profiles (nuclei are shown in blue): the green arrow points to a
have both H1a and Arc foci (Fig. 3b, Arc/ H1a⫹ neuron, which has only H1a transcription foci (green) and thus was activated only during epoch 1; the red arrow points to
H1a⫹). The mean number of neurons an- an Arc⫹ neuron, which has only Arc transcription foci (red color) and thus was activated only during epoch 2; and the yellow arrow
alyzed per rat was 242.3 ⫾ 6.7 SEM (range, points to a Arc/H1a⫹ neuron that contains both Arc and H1a transcription foci and thus was activated during both epoch 1 and
epoch 2. Neurons that had no foci were classified as negative. Scale bar, 50 m. b, Staining profiles of CA3 and CA1 neuronal
154 –300) for CA3 and 259.5 ⫾ 4.1 SEM
ensembles of the different behavioral groups expressed as percentages of total counted neurons. In both CA3 and CA1, the A/A
(range, 225–301) for CA1.
group had the lowest percentage of H1a⫹ and Arc⫹ neurons and the highest percentage of Arc/H1a⫹, indicating the highest
As illustrated in Figure 3c, the percent- level of overlap of neuronal ensembles activated by epoch 1 and epoch 2. Conversely, the A/B group had the lowest level of overlap
age of neurons with H1a foci was very low of activated neuronal ensembles. All other behavioral groups had an intermediate, but mutually equal, degree of overlap. ⫹p ⬍
in rats from the caged control group 0.05 relative to caged controls; #p ⬍ 0.05 relative to group A/B; ⌬, p ⬍ 0.05 relative to group A/A. c, Size of the CA3 and CA1
(⬃5%), whereas exploring the novel envi- neuronal ensembles active during epochs 1 and 2, expressed as the percentage of total counted neurons. The activated CA1
ronment A during epoch 1 resulted in a neuronal ensembles in all behavioral groups were significantly greater than those of CA3, and both CA3 and CA1 ensembles of the
dramatic increase of the proportion of exploration groups were dramatically larger than those of caged controls.
both CA3 and CA1 neurons with H1a foci
were characterized by varying degrees of overlap. Among the
(ANOVA for CA3: F(5,18) ⫽ 33.94, p ⬍ 0.0001; for CA1: F(5,18) ⫽
exploration groups, the rats from the A/A group had the highest
83.06, p ⬍ 0.0001; all post hoc comparisons of caged to any of the
degree of overlap of ensembles active during epoch 1 and epoch 2,
exploration groups had p ⬍ 0.0001). Similarly, exploring a novel
as evidenced by the highest percentage Arc/H1a⫹ neurons and
environment during epoch 2 resulted in a substantial increase in
lowest percentage of H1a⫹ and Arc⫹ neurons. The rats from the
the proportion of CA3 and CA1 neurons with Arc foci compared
A/B group had the lowest overlap, as evidenced by the lowest
with caged controls (ANOVA for CA3: F(5,18) ⫽ 25.35, p ⬍
percentage of Arc/H1a⫹ neurons and highest percentage of
0.0001; for CA1: F(5,18) ⫽ 50.49, p ⬍ 0.0001; all post hoc comparH1a⫹ and Arc⫹ neurons. The rats from the remaining groups
isons of caged to any of the exploration groups had p ⬍ 0.0001).
had intermediate degrees of overlap. These results are expressed
Furthermore, the percentage of neurons active during epoch 2
in summary in Figure 4 as similarity scores (see Materials and
was comparable with that active during epoch 1 for both CA3 and
Methods). Note that catFISH can only detect whether cells were
CA1 for all exploration groups (ANOVA for CA3: F(4,15) ⫽ 0.76,
active in an epoch or not, unlike electrophysiological recording
p ⫽ 0.57; for CA1: F(4,15) ⫽ 2.52, p ⫽ 0.09). Thus, levels of neural
methods that can differentiate cells that were active in two epactivity within a given subfield did not change across epochs in
ochs, but which changed their spatial pattern of activity. Thus,
either CA3 or CA1. This finding contrasts the slightly decreased
catFISH similarity scores may slightly overestimate the actual
behavioral activity from epoch 1 to epoch 2 and suggests that
ensemble similarity, if alterations of firing fields occur across
Arc/H1a expression does not simply reflect behavioral activity.
sessions.
As noted above, exploring an environment encountered once
In both CA3 and CA1, exploring the same environment durbefore (A/A group), an environment not encountered but similar
ing both epoch 1 and epoch 2 activated primarily the same neuto that encountered during epoch 1 (A/Aobj, A/Aconf, and A/Ab
ronal ensemble, as evidenced by a similarity score close to 1 for
groups), or a completely novel environment (A/B group) actithe A/A group (mean ⫾ SEM: CA3, 0.81 ⫾ 0.03; CA1, 0.76 ⫾
vated similar proportions of neurons compared with epoch 1, for
0.10). Exploring two very different environments during epoch 1
both CA3 and CA1 (Fig. 3c). However, differences in the ensemand epoch 2 (A/B group), in contrast, activated two statistically
ble representations were evident between the different behavioral
groups (Fig. 3b). These ensemble differences for epochs 1 and 2
independent CA3 neuronal ensembles, as evidenced by a similar-
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Figure 4. Analysis of similarity scores of rats from the different behavioral groups. A similarity score of 1 indicates a complete overlap of the neuronal ensembles activated by epoch 1
and epoch 2 (no remapping), whereas a similarity score of 0 indicates no overlap beyond that
predicted by chance (complete remapping; see Materials and Methods). a, In both CA3 and CA1,
the similarity scores from rats of the A/Aobj, A/Aconf, and A/Ab groups were significantly
different from the A/A and A/B groups ( p ⬍ 0.02) but were not different from each other ( p ⬎
0.82). Thus, in both CA3 and CA1, all alterations to environment A (here termed A⬘ and comprising groups A/Aobj, A/Aconf, and A/Ab) produced a similar effect on the neural ensemble
response in that cell population. Notably, the similarity score of the A/A⬘ rats was greater in CA3
compared with CA1 (**p ⫽ 0.001). b, Correlation between the CA3 and CA1 similarity scores for
each rat. Note that the CA3 similarity scores for the A/A⬘ rats tended to be higher than those for
CA1, as indicated by the majority of points being above the 45 o line. Furthermore, the CA3
similarity scores of the A/B group were lower than those of CA1 in the same rats (all points of the
A/B group are below the 45 o line). These findings, as visualized in a and b, indicate that CA3
separates well dissimilar representations (A vs B), but when the threshold for remapping is not
met (as in the A/A and A/A⬘ groups), then the initiated pattern completion will de-emphasize
mild perturbations of the environment. In CA1, in contrast, differences in the environment are
represented more continuously (see Results and Discussion for details).

ity score close to 0 (mean ⫾ SEM, 0.02 ⫾ 0.06; p ⫽ 0.61). Like
CA3, the similarity score for CA1 of the A/B group was dramatically lower than that of the A/A group (mean ⫾ SEM, 0.18 ⫾
0.08), although this value was significantly ⬎0 ( p ⫽ 0.02). Interestingly, although the similarity scores of the A/Aobj, A/Aconf,
and A/Ab groups were different from both the A/A and A/B
groups (ANOVA for CA3: F(4,15) ⫽ 91.95, p ⬍ 0.0001; for CA1:
F(4,15) ⫽ 19.75, p ⬍ 0.0001; all appropriate post hoc comparisons
had p ⬍ 0.02), they were not different from each other ( p ⬎ 0.82
for all three comparisons). Thus, changing the type or configuration of intramaze cues, as well as changing the extramaze cues, of
environment A activated CA3 and CA1 neuronal ensembles that
only partially overlapped with the respective neuronal ensembles
activated by the original environment A. Furthermore, any of
these perturbations of environment A resulted in a similar degree
of overlap with the neuronal ensembles initially activated by environment A.
Despite the similarities in staining profiles and overlap ratios
(similarity scores) observed for CA3 and CA1, there were three
notable differences. First, the proportion of active cells comprising the CA3 ensemble was significantly less than that of CA1 for
any of the exploration groups both for epoch 1 (ANOVA range:
F(1,6) ⫽ 38.35–240.94; p ⬍ 0.001 in all cases) and epoch 2
(ANOVA range: F(1,6) ⫽ 19.76 –238.85; p ⬍ 0.005 in all cases)
(Fig. 3b,c). Second, the similarity scores of the A/Aobj, A/Aconf,
and A/Ab groups combined (collectively termed A/A⬘) were significantly greater for CA3 than those for CA1 (ANOVA: F(1,22) ⫽
14.16; p ⫽ 0.001) (Fig. 4a). Thus, the partially modified environments were treated as more similar to the original environment in
CA3 than in CA1, where differences between the environments
were emphasized. This point is visualized on Figure 4b, where for
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the majority of the rats in the A/A and A/A⬘ groups, the CA3
similarity scores were higher than the CA1 similarity scores, as
evidenced by the points above the 45° line. Third, the similarity
score of the A/B group was significantly lower in CA3 compared
with CA1 (F(1,6) ⫽ 11.00; p ⫽ 0.016), suggesting that the representation of environment B was more orthogonal in CA3 as compared with CA1.
We investigated the possible interaction between CA3 and
CA1 by examining whether overall cell activity levels in these
regions were correlated within a behavioral epoch. Such a finding
would be consistent with a unitary “hippocampal activation” involving both CA3 and CA1. The cells active during epoch 1 were
defined as the total percentage of H1a⫹ neurons, regardless of
Arc staining. Conversely, the cells active during epoch 2 were
defined as the total percentage of Arc⫹ cells, regardless of H1a
staining. For both epoch 1 (Fig. 5a) and epoch 2 (Fig. 5b), CA3
and CA1 activity levels were not correlated (epoch 1: r 2 ⫽ 0.04,
p ⫽ 0.43; epoch 2: r 2 ⫽ 0.01, p ⫽ 0.66), arguing against a simple
coactivation of these regions during behavior. In contrast, activity levels within a rat for both CA3 (Fig. 5c) and CA1 (Fig. 5d)
were modestly correlated across behavioral epochs (CA3: r 2 ⫽
0.46, p ⬍ 0.001; CA1: r 2 ⫽ 0.41, p ⬍ 0.002), indicating that for
each rat, a similar proportion of CA3 or CA1 cells were active
during two closely spaced exploration sessions.
We next examined whether the ratio of CA3/CA1 activity was
constant across behavioral epochs within a rat. This value was
generated by dividing the proportion of CA3 cells active per epoch by the proportion of CA1 cells active within that same epoch.
Thus, a higher number indicates a greater bias toward CA3 activity, and a lower value indicates a bias toward CA1 activity. The
CA3/CA1 ratio within a rat was highly correlated across epochs
(Fig. 5e) (r 2 ⫽ 0.60; p ⬍ 0.0001; slope ⫽ 0.97). This correlation
was not simply related to exploratory activity because: (1) exploratory activity was not correlated within an animal across epochs
(Fig. 5f ) (r 2 ⫽ 0.18; p ⬎ 0.05); (2) the mean, SD, and range of
total exploratory activity varied considerably from epoch 1 to
epoch 2 (Fig. 5f ) (epoch 1: range, 196 –275 counts; mean ⫾ SD,
233.8 ⫾ 25.0; epoch 2: range, 98 –287 counts; mean ⫾ SD,
195.6 ⫾ 45.6), whereas the CA3/CA1 ratios did not (Fig. 5e)
(epoch 1: range, 0.36 – 0.62; mean ⫾ SD, 0.47 ⫾ 0.08; epoch 2:
range, 0.33– 0.68; mean ⫾ SD, 0.49 ⫾ 0.10); and (3) the distribution of CA3/CA1 ratios for the different groups did not cluster in
any way for epoch 2 (Fig. 5e), despite the fact that the input was
widely different and detected in the ensemble responses of both
CA3 and CA1. Furthermore, additional analyses (data not
shown) indicate that none of the gene activity or behavioral measures was correlated with time of day. Thus, the relative balance of
CA3/CA1 activity was rat specific, although the factors that govern this balance are not clear at present.

Discussion
This study was performed to characterize how defined changes to
an environment modify neural ensemble representations within
CA3 and CA1 regions of the hippocampus. An ensemble was
defined as those neurons expressing either Arc or H1a transcription foci, determined using Arc/H1a catFISH. Thus defined, ensembles were specific for one of the two context exposures and
revealed differences both within and between CA3 and CA1 population responses within an animal. As detailed below, the current findings provide compelling evidence that CA3 and CA1
ensembles perform distinct, yet complementary, functions in the
processing of spatial and contextual information.
Before proceeding, it is important to emphasize that both Arc
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1b/c) in coupling membrane events with intracellular calcium
release (Xiao et al., 2000; Yuan et al., 2003). Thus, these genes,
induced in hippocampal networks after learning about an environmental context, may play a critical role in stabilizing these
networks during memory consolidation for retrieval of such information at a later time.

Figure 5. Within-animal correlations of neuronal ensemble activity between regions (CA3
and CA1) and across behavioral epochs. Epoch 1 ensemble activity is defined as the fraction of
H1a⫹ cells (H1a⫹ plus Arc/H1a⫹) of the total counted cells, and epoch 2 ensemble activity is
defined as the fraction of Arc⫹ cells (Arc⫹ plus Arc/H1a⫹) of the total counted cells (see
Materials and Methods and Results for additional details). Ensemble activity levels between CA3
and CA1 were not correlated for either epoch 1 ( a) or epoch 2 ( b). This finding indicates that
there is not a simple coactivation of these cell populations during exploratory behavior. In
contrast, levels of activity within both CA3 ( c) and CA1 ( d) were modestly correlated across
behavioral epochs. Furthermore, the within-rat ratio of CA3 to CA1 activity was strongly correlated across behavioral epochs ( e). The fact that the CA3 and CA1 activity per epoch was not
correlated across rats (a, b), but that the CA3/CA1 within-rat ratio was correlated across sessions, suggests that the balance of CA3 to CA1 activity is highly specific to the individual rat. The
CA3/CA1 ratio was not related to the nature of the experience, because all groups were evenly
distributed along the regression line ( e), nor was it related to levels of general exploratory
behavior, because the total exploration measures across epochs 1 and 2 were not significantly
correlated ( f). See Results for additional details.

CA3 and CA1 ensemble activity is controlled by local cues,
local cue configurations, and distal cues
When rats explored the same environment twice (group A/A),
the activated CA3 and CA1 ensembles were mostly overlapping
(Figs. 3b, 4). Such stability of the population response in a static
environment is consistent with a previous report using an earlier
catFISH method (Guzowski et al., 1999) and in electrophysiological studies of CA3 (Tanila, 1999) and CA1 (Barnes et al., 1997;
Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998) place cells. In contrast, rats from
the A/B group showed little overlap of CA3 and CA1 neuronal
ensembles active in different environments (Figs. 3b, 4). Changing the type (group A/Aobj) or the configuration (group A/Aconf) of the local cues, as well as changing the distal cues (group
A/Ab), resulted in an intermediate degree of overlap in both CA3
and CA1. In both regions, this intermediate overlap was indistinguishable between the three groups, suggesting that in both CA3
and CA1, the configuration and type of local cues, as well as the
distal cues, are equally capable of inducing “partial remapping”
of the ensemble representation. This partial remapping was not
induced by differences in exploratory activity because the latter
was similar between all groups (Fig. 2).
These catFISH findings are consistent with electrophysiological studies demonstrating changes in the hippocampal representation of environments (place cell firing) in which the local
and/or distal cues were either rotated (Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila
et al., 1997a; Knierim, 2002) or changed (Tanila et al., 1997b).
Similarly, the geometric arrangement of local cues strongly influences place field positions provided they are not positioned near
the center of the environment (Cressant et al., 1999; Muller et al.,
1999). In other studies, hippocampal neurons have been shown
to fire in response not just to a specific location in an environment, but also to auditory, visual, and olfactory cues when these
cues are discriminative stimuli in discrimination tasks (Wible et
al., 1986; Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Sakurai, 1990; Young et al.,
1994; Wood et al., 1999). Furthermore, a subpopulation of CA1
neurons fires in response to landmarks/goal, regardless of the
latter’s location in the environment (Gothard et al., 1996a,b).
Such recording data, and the catFISH data presented here, are
consistent with the memory indexing theory of hippocampal
function, which states, “the role of the hippocampus is to form
and retain an index of neocortical areas activated by experimental
events” (Teyler and DiScenna, 1986). Thus, whenever new cues
or cue configurations activate new neocortical modules, the index code in CA3 and CA1 is modified to incorporate these
changes in neocortical activation.

and H1a are components of the postsynaptic density and can play
prominent roles in enabling lasting synaptic modification. Arc
(Lyford et al., 1995), also identified as Arg3.1 (Link et al., 1995), is
a component of NMDA receptor complexes (Husi et al., 2000)
and can be targeted to active dendrites (Steward et al., 1998).
Inhibiting Arc protein expression in the hippocampus disrupts
long-term potentiation and long-term spatial memory
(Guzowski et al., 2000). H1a is a synaptic activity-regulated isoform of the Homer 1 gene, which can act as a dominant-negative
regulator of constitutively expressed Homer 1 isoforms (Homer

Altering the environmental context produces discontinuous
CA3, and graded CA1, ensemble responses
Despite the similarities in CA3 and CA1 responses noted above,
the current results demonstrate, for the first time, differences in
CA3 and CA1 ensemble responses to modifications of an environment. First, the proportion of CA3 neurons activated during a
given epoch was less than that of CA1. This relative sparsity of
encoding in CA3 is consistent with the hypothesis that CA3, with
its recurrent collaterals, is part of an associative memory network
capable of retrieving entire memory patterns from partial or de-
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graded inputs via pattern completion (Marr, 1971; McNaughton
and Morris, 1987). By this hypothesis, which is corroborated by
findings from electrophysiological (McNaughton et al., 1989;
Barnes et al., 1990), lesion (Brun et al., 2002), and genetic (Nakazawa et al., 2003) studies, the sparse encoding in CA3 is necessary
for storing/retrieving a large number of representations (Marr,
1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987).
The Marr hypothesis can also explain the second difference
observed in the CA3 and CA1 ensemble responses: CA3 had a
higher degree of overlap, compared with CA1, of activated neuronal ensembles in the A/A⬘ groups. Thus, when rats explore
environment Aobj, Aconf, or A/Ab, they encounter familiar features of the recently experienced environment A and the CA3
system may be attempting to retrieve the representation of environment A (pattern completion). This system, however, also processes information about features of the environment that arrives
through direct cortical inputs to CA3 (Yeckel and Berger, 1990;
Witter et al., 2000; Cooper and Mizumori, 2001). Integrating the
two kinds of input (retrieval of the closest matching representation via the recurrent collaterals and information on various features of the environment arriving through the perforant path)
results in a representation that is very similar, yet only partially
overlapping with that of environment A. This modest partial
remapping is conveyed to CA1, where it is further integrated with
information from the perforant path arriving directly to CA1
(Yeckel and Berger, 1990; Witter et al., 2000; Muir and Bilkey,
2001). This additional processing may emphasize the differences
with the representation of the original environment A, resulting
in a decreased overlap of activated CA1 neuronal ensembles compared with CA3 (pattern separation). A recent electrophysiological study reported similar findings of CA3 pattern completion
and CA1 pattern separation to environmental modifications (Lee
et al., 2004).
Another notable difference between CA3 and CA1 ensemble responses was seen in the A/B group: the ensemble representations of two different environments were more orthogonal in CA3 as compared with CA1. This finding is consistent
with a recent study showing that the proportion of CA1 neurons with related place fields in two distinct environments was
above chance, whereas that of CA3 neurons was not (Leutgeb
et al., 2003). A possible explanation for these findings is that
pattern completion in CA3 increases the threshold for remapping compared with CA1. This explanation can also account
for the modest remapping in CA3 of partial changes in an
environment (A/A⬘ conditions) and the more dramatic
remapping in the A/B condition. If the partial environment
modifications were not sufficiently strong, the threshold for
remapping in CA3 was not reached and the resulting representations were very similar to those of the A/A condition. When
the environment encountered during epoch 2 was sufficiently
different from that encountered during epoch 1 (A/B), the
threshold was met, and the CA3 representations were completely orthogonal. Thus, CA3 has a discontinuous, whereas
CA1 has a graded, response to changes in the environment. An
alternative explanation is that the geometry differences of environments A and B influence CA3 neurons more strongly
than they do CA1 neurons. Previous studies have shown geometry differences of an environment have a major influence
on place cell responses (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Sharp, 1997;
Wilson et al., 2003).
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Conclusion
Here, we used Arc and H1a as sensitive “genomic timers” of neural activity history to address how contextual and spatial information is processed by CA3 and CA1 neuronal ensembles. Our
findings provide insight into the cellular basis of two competing
functions of the hippocampus, pattern completion and pattern
separation (O’Reilly and Rudy, 2000). When confronted with
two different environments (A/B), CA3 produced orthogonal
representations for each environment (pattern separation).
However, when input was sufficiently similar (A/A and A/A⬘
groups), pattern completion in CA3 de-emphasized the mild perturbations of the environment. These two functions produced
the discontinuous distribution of similarity scores (Fig. 4). In
contrast, the varying environmental modifications were represented continuously by CA1 ensembles. Moreover, the relative
weighting of CA3/CA1 activity was variable, but stable, within an
individual across epochs (Fig. 5e). Thus, integration of the distinct CA3 and CA1 ensemble representations may provide a
highly refined representation of context. Future studies combining catFISH with systems and behavioral neuroscience approaches will help elucidate the network interactions involved in
learning and memory.
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